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Fluorescence imaging using doxorubicin (DOX) has been used to image free and encapsulated drug uptake into cells, since 
intercalation of Dox with DNA leads to a characteristic change. However, suitable nano-conjugates which can able to deliver Dox 

in a much targeted manner with high specificity in cancer cell are still in extensive search. In this study, we report an anticancer drug 
delivery system based on doxorubicin-conjugated Fe3O4-GQD based nanoparticles which can act as pH mediated as well as magnetic 
targeted drug delivery nanocarrier. The as-synthesized nanoparticles consist of uniform spherical size with an average diameter of 
35 nm. The drug delivery system demonstrates the ability to release DOX by desorption of drug molecule from GQD surface in 
mildly acidic environments, mimicking the cancerous cell environment. By functionalizing the surface of the GQD with the iron 
oxide nanoparticle, the drug releasing phenomenon can be controlled and targeted by the external magnetic effect. The quenching of 
GQD by DOX due to resonance energy transfer mechanism is applied as optical probe to confirm the DOX conjunction and monitor 
the release of DOX. The DOX-conjugated nanocarrier exhibits an obvious cytotoxic effect on HELA cancer cells via MTT assay. In 
addition, the less cytotoxicity of the drug nanocarrier in normal endothelium cell also strongly support the specificity towards the 
cancer cell which is the most successful aspect of this delivery system. Meanwhile, the successful delivery on magnetic environment 
of DOX-conjugated nanoparticles was demonstrated through in house made dialysis bag chamber and fluorescence microscopy. Such 
drug delivery system, which combines pH-triggered and external magnet controlled drug release, has excellent potential applications 
in cancer therapy and smart imaging. We demonstrate here that, this new class of nanocarrier can fulfill the required specificity and 
sensitivity as next generation cancer imaging, therapy and sensing system in vitro.
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